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Although behavioral studies suggest that pain distress may alter
the perception of somatic stimulation, neural correlates underlying such alteration remain to be clarified. The present study was
aimed to test the hypothesis that expectation of pain might
amplify brain responses to somatosensory stimulation in the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the region including parietal
operculum and posterior insula (PO/PI), both of which may play
roles in regulating pain-dependent behavior. We compared brain
responses with and subjective evaluation of physically identical
nonpainful warm stimuli between two psychologically different
contexts: one linked with pain expectation by presenting the
nonpainful stimuli randomly intermixed with painful stimuli and
the other without. By applying the event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging technique, brain responses to the stimuli were assessed with respect to signal changes and activated

volume, setting regions of interest on activated clusters in ACC
and bilateral PO/PI defined by painful stimuli. As a result, the
uncertain expectation of painful stimulus enhanced transient
brain responses to nonpainful stimulus in ACC and PO/PI. The
enhanced responses were revealed as a higher intensity of signal
change in ACC and larger volume of activated voxels in PO/PI.
Behavioral measurements demonstrated that expectation of
painful stimulus amplified perceived unpleasantness of innocuous stimulus. From these findings, it is suggested that ACC and
PO/PI are involved in modulation of affective aspect of sensory
perception by the uncertain expectation of painful stimulus.

Because pain is characterized as an unpleasant and subjective
experience (Merskey, 1986), its perception can be influenced by the
psychophysical state of individuals (Cornwall and Donderi, 1988;
Miyazaki et al., 1994; Rainville et al., 1997). Conversely, pain and
associated distress can affect the biological state of individuals.
The effect of pain on an individual’s state has been assessed from
various viewpoints. Pain, and even just anxiety related to pain,
were shown to cause diverse changes in the endocrine, immune,
and other organ systems (Cousins, 1993; Herman and Cullinan,
1997). Functions of the CNS can also be modulated by personal
experience of pain. Unpredictable shooting pain in neuralgia may
induce severe distress even during the period without actual pain
(Henderson, 1967). Severe pain can cause behavioral modulation,
including increased sensitivity to external stimuli (Cousins, 1993).
Pain distress often leads the sufferer to complain about nonspecific
physical symptoms (McCracken et al., 1998). As the mechanism
underlying the behavioral modulation by pain distress, the amplification of somatic sensation has been proposed (Barsky and Borus,
1999). However, neural correlates of the pain-induced CNS modulation remain to be clarified.
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the regions including

the parietal operculum and posterior insula (PO/PI) have been
proposed as important cortical loci for pain perception based on
human neuroimaging studies (Talbot et al., 1991; Casey et al., 1994,
1996; Coghill et al., 1994; Derbyshire et al., 1997; Xu et al., 1997;
Becerra et al., 1999) and electrophysiological studies (Lenz et al.,
1998a,b). The PO/PI is assumed to include the second somatosensory area (SII) (Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950; Penfield and Jasper,
1954). Single cell recordings have shown involvement of ACC and
PO/PI not only in pain processing (Robinson and Burton, 1980;
Sikes and Vogt, 1992) but also in mediating the diverse responses
that can accompany pain (Dong et al., 1994; Koyama et al., 1998).
Lesion of ACC or PO/PI can modify the emotional and behavioral
reaction to pain, without impairing the ability to localize a painful
stimulus (Foltz and White, 1968; Berthier et al., 1988). These
findings suggest a role of ACC and PO/PI in regulating the paindependent behavior.
This study was aimed to test the hypothesis that psychological
distress related to pain might modulate neural responses to nonpainful somatosensory stimulation. On the basis of previous studies
as discussed above, we focused on the responses in ACC and PO/PI
among the multiple brain regions associated with pain processing.
By applying the event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique, brain responses to and subjective evaluation of physically identical warm stimuli were compared between
two psychologically different contexts. In one session, nonpainful
warm stimuli were randomly intermixed with painful stimuli simulating unpredictable shooting pain like neuralgia. In the other
session, only nonpainful stimuli were delivered. By comparing the
responses with the nonpainful warm stimuli linked with and without expectation of painful stimulus, we explored the neural substrates involved in modulation of affective aspect of sensory perception by expectation of painful stimulus.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Ten healthy male volunteers (aged 19 –24 years, mean of 21.7 years)
participated in this study. All were right-handed, and none had a previous
history of any neurological or psychiatric disorders. Subjects had refrained
from smoking and from consumption of alcohol or caffeine for a period of
24 hr before the study. The protocol was approved by the Committee of
Medical Ethics, Graduate School of Medicine and Faculty of Medicine,
Kyoto University, and each subject gave written informed consent before
the study.

Stimulus and rating of subjective sensation
We used a custom-made C O2 laser stimulator that delivered thermal
stimuli (Nippon Infrared Industries Co. L td., Kawasaki, Japan). The
subjective sensation elicited by the stimulator was variable from warm to
pain by adjusting the output power. The stimulus of 60 msec duration was
applied to the dorsum of the right hand. The diameter of the irradiation
beam was adjusted to ⬃6 mm. To avoid habituation and sensitization, the
stimulus spot was moved for every stimulus within the dorsum of the right
hand. Detailed information on the C O2 laser stimuli was described previously (Miyazaki et al., 1994; Kanda et al., 1996a,b, 2000; Xu et al., 1997).
Before the imaging sessions, the output power corresponding to the pain
threshold was determined individually by exposing the subject to stimuli of
various intensity arranged in three increasing and decreasing series. The
pain threshold was defined as the lowest stimulus intensity required for the
subject to report a sensation as “just barely painf ul.” Then, the subjects
were asked to rate stimulus intensity and unpleasantness separately between 0 and 100 (Talbot et al., 1991; C asey et al., 1994, 1996; Derbyshire
et al., 1997; Rainville et al., 1997; Svensson et al., 1997). In this scale, 0
indicated “no sensation” or “not at all unpleasant,” and 100 indicated “the
most intense pain imaginable” or “the most unpleasant feeling imaginable”
for the intensity or unpleasantness, respectively. The intensity score of 70
was anchored to pain threshold. To explain the difference between intensity and unpleasantness to the subjects, standard instructions used by Price
et al. (1989) were given as follows. “We are interested in two aspects of
sensory experience. One is the intensity, that is, how strong the stimulus is
felt. The other is unpleasantness, or how disturbing the stimulus is for you.
The distinction between these two aspects of sensory experience might be
made clearer if you think of listening to a sound, such as a radio. As the
volume of the sound increases, I can ask you how loud it sounds, or how
unpleasant it is to you. The intensity of the stimulus is like loudness, and
the unpleasantness of the stimulus depends not only on intensity but also
on other factors that may affect you. These are scales for measuring each
of these two aspects of sensory experience. Although some sensory experiences may be equally intense and unpleasant, we would like you to judge
these two aspects of your sensation independently.” All subjects were
trained to be able to rate sensation properly before the imaging sessions.

Experimental conditions
Each subject was examined by C O2 laser stimulation with two different
intensities that were set to either 50 – 60% [nonpainf ul warm stimulus
(N PS)] or 160 –200% [painf ul stimulus (PS)] of the output power for each
individual’s pain threshold. These two radiant heat pulses generated by the
C O2 laser stimulator were delivered in two psychologically different contexts that corresponded to two imaging sessions; one session was “uncertain,” and the other was “certain.” In the “uncertain context” session, 20
N PS and PS were presented in a randomized order, thus 40 stimuli in total.
Subjects were told that two different stimuli, PS or N PS, would be given in
a randomized order, but they were uncertain about which stimulus would
be presented next. In the “certain context” session, only 20 N PS were
delivered, and subjects were told beforehand that the PS would not be
given in that particular session. Thus, the stimuli were categorized into
three different conditions: PS in uncertain context (PS), N PS in uncertain
context (N PS-u), and N PS in certain context (N PS-c).
PS may induce some changes on the stimulated part of skin, which can
modulate the perception of N PS at that site (Duclaux and Kenshalo, 1980).
To avoid such effects, the dorsal surface of the hand was divided into three
areas, and each area was stimulated only in one particular condition. The
location for the three conditions was randomized among the subjects. The
order of uncertain and certain sessions was also random. Note that N PS-u
and N PS-c were physically identical.
At 35.1 sec after the beginning of each imaging trial that lasted 61.1 sec,
a single stimulus was delivered. Subjects were told that the single stimulus
would be presented within a fixed interval from the start of each trial.
Thus, the subjects could predict the timing of the stimulus presentation in
all the conditions but not the stimulus type in the uncertain condition.
They were asked to remain silent and immobile during each trial and were
required to report the ratings of each stimulus intensity and unpleasantness soon after each trial had ended. There was ⬃30 sec interval between
successive trials to allow subjects to report the scores and to prepare for the
next trial, resulting in the long interstimulus interval of ⬃90 sec. The long
prestimulus and poststimulus phases were used to obtain stable baseline, as
well as to accurately evaluate the transient signal increase evoked by the
stimulus. The long interstimulus interval was also usef ul to minimize the
habituation effects and effectively induce anticipatory response.
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Image acquisition
MRI scans were conducted using a whole-body 1.5 tesla scanner (Horizon;
General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, W I). Functional images
were obtained with a T2* sensitive, single-shot, echo-planar pulse sequence with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) ⫽ 1300 msec;
echo time (TE) ⫽ 43 msec; flip angle (FA) ⫽ 60°; imaging matrix ⫽ 64 ⫻
64; field of view ⫽ 22 ⫻ 22 cm; slice thickness ⫽ 5 mm; and slice gap ⫽ 1
mm. Eleven slices covering the ACC and PO/ PI were acquired in an axial
orientation. One imaging trial consisted of 47 f unctional scans (i.e., 61.1
sec). Subjects lay supine on an MRI scanner with their head immobilized
by a forehead strap. Before the f unctional scans, a structural MRI of the
whole brain was acquired using three-dimensional fast spoiled gradientrecalled at steady-state images (TR ⫽ 10.8 msec, TE ⫽ 1.8 msec, inversion
time ⫽ 300 msec, FA ⫽ 15°, imaging matrix ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256, field of view ⫽
22 ⫻ 22 cm, slice thickness ⫽ 1.5 mm, no slice gap, and 124 slices). Partial
structural T1 weighted images corresponding to the area covered by
echo-planar f unctional images were also obtained (TR ⫽ 600 msec, TE ⫽
17 msec, FA ⫽ 30°, and imaging matrix ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256).

Data analysis
Image processing and statistical anal ysis. Image processing and statistical
analysis were performed using SPM96 software (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, L ondon, UK) with in-house modifications. C alculations and matrix manipulations were performed using Matlab (Mathworks,
Natick, M A) on a Sun Sparc Ultra 2 workstation (Sun Microsystems,
Mountain View, CA). The initial 12 scans (i.e., 15.6 sec) in each trial were
excluded from the analysis because of the nonequilibrium state of magnetization, yielding 35 scans (i.e., 45.5 sec) to be analyzed in each trial. Of
those 35 scans, the initial 15 scans corresponded to the prestimulus phase,
the 16th scan to the stimulus phase, and the last 19 scans to the poststimulus phase. The effect of head motion was corrected by realigning all images
to the first image using a least sum of squares method with threedimensional sinc interpolation (Friston et al., 1994). The activity in each
voxel was linearly scaled with respect to the global activity. Data were
smoothed in a spatial domain with a Gaussian filter (f ull width at half
maximum ⫽ 5.16 mm) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
The three different stimulus conditions (i.e., PS, N PS-u, and N PS-c)
were analyzed separately using a general linear model (Friston et al.,
1995a). Statistical analysis of fMRI time series data were conducted on an
individual subject basis as described previously (Toma et al., 1999). To
model the prestimulus, stimulus, and poststimulus phases, three boxcar
f unctions were prepared. For each f unction, the value “1” was given for the
phase of interest and “0” for the remaining phases. In the boxcar f unction
for the stimulus phase, one scan time-locked to the stimulus was assigned
to 1. Each boxcar f unction was convolved with a Gaussian-shaped hemodynamic response f unction (delay, 5 sec; dispersion, 8 sec) (Friston et al.,
1995b). Systematic difference across conditions was modeled as a confounding effect. The general linear model calculated a weighting coefficient
for each regressor. We calculated t deviates at each voxel by using a linear
contrast of [⫺1, 2, ⫺1] for [prestimulus, stimulus, poststimulus] phases to
focus on a transient signal change associated with the stimulus. After
transforming the t value into Z scores with the unit normal distribution, the
two-step analysis was conducted.
First step: anal ysis of anatomical location of activation. SPM {Z} maps
consisting of the voxels with Z ⬎ 3.09 were created. Then, the correction
for multiple comparisons was conducted by referring to the probabilistic
behavior of Gaussian random fields. The threshold adopted was p ⬍ 0.05.
For the sake of convenience, the term “activation” in this study refers to
the transient signal increases disclosed by the above analyses. In all
subjects, PS produced activation clusters in the medial frontal lobe, consistent with ACC, and in the bilateral regions adjacent to the lateral sulcus,
corresponding to PO/ PI (Table 1). Similar activation was observed in nine
subjects in N PS-u and seven subjects in N PS-c. To compare the location of
activated areas among the subjects, SPM {Z} was transformed into the
standardized Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) by applying
the parameters obtained from the anatomical normalization of the wholebrain structural images after coregistering them with the mean f unctional
images. Talairach coordinates of the activated voxels with maximum Z
score were statistically compared among the three conditions using multivariate ANOVA (M ANOVA). The analysis was conducted using the data
from six subjects who showed significant activation in both ACC and
bilateral PO/ PI under all conditions. Note that the anatomically normalized data were used only for this purpose.
Second step: ROI setting and comparison of NPS-u and NPS-c. To compare brain responses in the N PS-u and N PS-c conditions, the activation
clusters identified in ACC and bilateral PO/ PI under the PS condition in
the first-step analysis were used as regions of interest (ROIs) in each
individual subject (Fig. 1). Although pain and nonpainf ul warm sensations
are mediated by different populations of sensory receptors in the skin and
by different peripheral neuronal mechanisms, these two could evoke responses in the similar areas of the C NS, at least at the macroscopic level
detected by the neuroimaging techniques (Becerra et al., 1999). In addition, because C O2 laser stimulus might induce thermal change on the skin
during and after the radiation pulse, it appears reasonable to assume that
spatial and temporal distribution of the change induced by the strong laser
stimulus would include the skin volume in which the maximum tempera-
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Table 1. Mean coordinates of the statistical peak of activation in ACC and left and right PO/PI under
PS, NPS-u, and NPS-c conditions (mean ⴞ SD)
X

Y

Z

Number of
subjects*

2.8 ⫾ 5.2
3.0 ⫾ 6.2
1.1 ⫾ 7.0

15.0 ⫾ 8.3
16.4 ⫾ 10.3
17.5 ⫾ 5.8

40.0 ⫾ 7.4
41.4 ⫾ 6.7
41.8 ⫾ 7.7

10 (10)
10 (10)
8 (10)

⫺56.2 ⫾ 7.7
⫺58.6 ⫾ 7.2
⫺59.5 ⫾ 6.6

⫺17.6 ⫾ 3.9
⫺18.0 ⫾ 10.2
⫺15.0 ⫾ 7.6

23.2 ⫾ 7.8
25.8 ⫾ 10.0
25.3 ⫾ 10.3

10 (10)
10 (10)
8 (10)

⫺17.4 ⫾ 7.0
⫺10.4 ⫾ 7.4
⫺12.3 ⫾ 8.3

22.2 ⫾ 11.5
19.8 ⫾ 10.7
19.9 ⫾ 10.4

10 (10)
9 (10)
7 (9)

Region/condition
ACC
PS
NPS-u
NPS-c
Left PO/PI
PS
NPS-u
NPS-c
Right PO/PI
PS
NPS-u
NPS-c

59.8 ⫾ 6.4
57.6 ⫾ 7.9
57.3 ⫾ 14.0

*Activation corrected for multiple comparisons (activation uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the ROI setting in a representative
individual subject. First, activated clusters under the painful stimulus (PS)
condition were identified, and those clusters on the ACC and bilateral
PO/PI served as ROIs, which were then applied to the images of nonpainful
warm stimulus in uncertain condition (NPS-u) and nonpainful warm stimulus in certain condition (NPS-c) in the same subject. Black areas indicate
the actual activation in each condition, and gray areas represent ROIs
identical to the activation in the PS condition. Note that ROIs are the same
brain areas for NPS-u and NPS-c and are determined independently of
these two conditions in each subject.

ture is below pain threshold but still enough to activate warmth receptors
(Haimi-Cohen et al., 1983). C erebral evoked potentials to painf ul laser
stimulation seemed to include activation of warmth receptors (Towell et
al., 1996). Taking these findings into account, the ROI determined by the
PS were equally applied for the N PS-u and N PS-c. Note that the ROIs
were determined independent of the activation by the N PS-u and N PS-c.
Brain activities in N PS-u and N PS-c were assessed with respect to both
signal change and activated volume. For comparing signal change, first, the
time course data of each voxel within ROI were averaged across 20 trials.
Then, the time course data of each individual subject were averaged over
voxels within ROI. We performed two kinds of signal change analyses
regarding selection of voxels; in one analysis, all voxels within ROI were
selected, whereas, in the other analysis, only the voxels above the predetermined threshold (i.e., Z ⬎ 3.09) in each condition were chosen. Note
that the correction for multiple comparisons was not adopted for this
purpose, partly because previous studies suggested the roles of ACC and
PO/ PI in regulating pain-dependent behavior (Foltz and White, 1968;
Berthier et al., 1988; Dong et al., 1994; Koyama et al., 1998). In addition,
a broader criterion is appropriate to avoid false negative in selecting the
data for f urther analysis (i.e., comparison of N PS-u and N PS-c). As shown
in Figure 2, the averaged time course data revealed a gradual signal

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the method used for evaluating the
time course data of individual subjects. A regression line was calculated
using the data during prestimulus phase under each condition for each
subject. The intercept of the regression line at the time of the stimulus
presentation served as the baseline signal intensity from which the signal
change relating to the stimulus was divided into stimulus effect and prestimulus effect. The stimulus effect was assessed as the peak signal intensity,
and the prestimulus effect was assessed as the signal intensity at the time of
the first analyzed scan estimated from the regression line. Both effects were
represented by the percent signal change with respect to the baseline
(percent difference).

increase, even before the stimulus presentation. Thus, the regression line
was calculated using the data of the prestimulus phase. The intercept of the
regression line at time 0 (i.e., stimulus onset) was defined as the baseline
signal intensity from which the signal change relating to the experimental
condition was divided into two components: prestimulus effect and stimulus effect. The prestimulus effect was evaluated as the signal intensity at
the time of the first analyzed scan within each condition estimated from
the regression line, and the stimulus effect was assessed as the peak signal
intensity after the stimulus onset. Both effects were represented by the
percent signal change with respect to the baseline signal intensity (percent
difference). Note that the prestimulus effects were negative values because
the baseline was defined as the intensity at the time of the stimulus. The
differences in prestimulus effects and stimulus effects between N PS-u and
N PS-c conditions were statistically examined using paired t tests. Signal
change analysis of activated voxels in the right PO/ PI was conducted using
data from nine subjects because of the lack of activation at the site in one
subject. In the analyses of other ROIs, data from all subjects (i.e., 10
subjects) were used.
For comparing activated volume, the number of voxels above the threshold (i.e., Z ⬎ 3.09) in each condition was computed within each ROI and
divided by the ROI voxel number. This can be interpreted as the ratio of
activated volume in each condition with respect to those in the PS condition. A paired t test was used to compare activated volumes between
N PS-u and N PS-c conditions.
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Figure 3. Subjective evaluation of nonpainful warm stimulus in uncertain
condition (NPS-u) and nonpainful warm stimulus in certain condition
(NPS-c). Scores of individual subjects and mean scores across all subjects
are shown. Diagonal line indicates equal scores for NPS-u and NPS-c
conditions. Subjects rated intensity and unpleasantness of each stimulus
separately. The unpleasantness score of NPS-u was significantly higher than
that of NPS-c, whereas the intensity scores did not show a significant
difference between the two conditions. Statistical analysis was conducted
with Wilcoxon signed rank tests.

RESULTS
Stimulus intensity and subjective rating scores
All subjects identified PS as a clearly painful stimulus and NPS as
a stimulus below the pain threshold. PS was described as a distinct
pricking sensation followed by a short-lasting burning aftersensation. NPS caused warm or very faint pricking sensation. The output
power for the pain threshold, PS, and NPS was 5.2 ⫾ 0.9 (mean ⫾
SD), 9.2 ⫾ 1.3, and 2.9 ⫾ 0.6 W, respectively.
In the subjective evaluation of intensity, PS was rated most
intense, whereas NPS-u and NPS-c did not show significant differences from each other (Wilcoxon signed rank test; p ⫽ 0.31) (Fig.
3). Subjective intensity scores were 82 ⫾ 7 (mean ⫾ SD) for PS,
33 ⫾ 7 for NPS-u, and 32 ⫾ 8 for NPS-c conditions.
Subjective unpleasantness was dependent on the conditions. The
highest score was obtained for PS. More importantly, NPS-u was
reported to be more unpleasant than NPS-c (Wilcoxon signed rank
test; p ⬍ 0.01) (Fig. 3). Unpleasantness scores were 69 ⫾ 15 for PS,
24 ⫾ 12 for NPS-u, and 17 ⫾ 12 for NPS-c. The observation of
positive unpleasantness scores in response to completely nonpainful stimulus seems reasonable, because the unpleasantness was not
necessarily associated with pain depending on the instruction
(Price et al., 1989; Svensson et al., 1997).
The unpleasantness scores of all the subjects were actually below
70 in NPS-u and NPS-c conditions, although they could have varied
as much as 100 points. The grand averaged unpleasantness scores
were smaller than the intensity scores. Therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that the present finding is not attributable to an artifact
introduced by the different scaling range of the scores.

Activated areas in each condition
PS evoked activation in the medial frontal lobe (i.e., ACC) and the
regions adjacent to the lateral sulcus (i.e., PO/PI) in all subjects.
Figure 4A indicates brain responses of a representative subject
superimposed on his own anatomical MRI. The activated clusters
in the PS condition served as the ROI for ACC and bilateral PO/PI
for each individual subject. Volumes of activated clusters were
5.67 ⫾ 3.95 ml (mean ⫾ SD) in ACC, 7.76 ⫾ 4.23 ml in the left
PO/PI, and 10.27 ⫾ 6.51 ml in the right PO/PI.
NPS-u and NPS-c produced brain activation in regions similar to
those by PS, as shown in Figure 4 A. In both conditions, the activity
in ACC and bilateral PO/PI was observed in almost all subjects
(nine subjects in NPS-u and seven subjects in NPS-c) (Table 1).
MANOVA indicated no significant difference in the location of the
peak activation among PS, NPS-u, and NPS-c in ACC (Wilks’

Figure 4. Activated areas for PS, NPS-u, and NPS-c conditions ( A) and
averaged time course data of activated cluster in ACC for each condition
( B), obtained from a single subject. A, Activated areas, which showed
significant transient signal increase time-locked to the stimulus, are superimposed on the subject’s own structural MRI. Activation is seen in ACC,
bilateral PO/PI, anterior insula, and other areas. The activated areas look
similar in PS, NPS-u, and NPS-c conditions. The right side of the brain is
shown on the left side of the image. Brighter color represents a higher
statistical significance. B, Averaged signals across 20 trials at the activated
cluster in ACC are shown for PS, NPS-u, and NPS-c conditions. The vertical
dotted line indicates the time of the stimulus presentation. Transient signal
increase after the stimulus (stimulus effect) and gradual signal increase
before the stimulus (prestimulus effect) are observed. The stimulus effect is
highest in PS and higher in NPS-u compared with NPS-c condition.

lambda ⫽ 0.78; p ⫽ 0.75), left PO/PI (Wilks’ lambda ⫽ 0.69; p ⫽
0.52), or right PO/PI (Wilks’ lambda ⫽ 0.72; p ⫽ 0.60). The
Talairach coordinates of activated areas by PS and NPS were
consistent with the previous studies (Talbot et al., 1991; Coghill et
al., 1994; Xu et al., 1997; Becerra et al., 1999). Activation by PS,
NPS-u, and NPS-c was also observed in other multiple brain areas
including, the anterior insula, thalamus, and prefrontal and premotor cortices.
Averaged time course data of the activated cluster on ACC in a
representative subject are shown in Figure 4 B. As expected, the
stimulus effect of PS was higher than NPS conditions. More importantly, the stimulus effect of NPS-u was greater than that of
NPS-c. Time course data of individual subjects revealed that the
latencies of peak signal response to each stimulus were shorter than
7.8 sec after the stimulus presentation.
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Figure 5. Averaged time course data of all voxels within each ROI. Signal
changes in ACC and left and right PO/PI under each of the PS, NPS-u, and
NPS-c conditions were averaged across all subjects. The vertical dotted line
indicates the time of the stimulus presentation. Transient signal increase
after the stimulus (stimulus effect) and gradual signal increase before the
stimulus (prestimulus effect) are observed in all ROIs under all conditions.
In all ROIs, the stimulus effects are highest in PS and higher in NPS-u
compared with NPS-c condition.

Comparison of activation between NPS-u and NPS-c
NPS-u and NPS-c were compared using the voxels within the
ROIs. Figure 5 represents the time course data of all voxels within
each ROI averaged across all subjects, comparing PS, NPS-u, and
NPS-c conditions. A gradual signal increase before the stimulus
(prestimulus effect) and a transient signal change after the stimulus
(stimulus effect) were observed in all ROIs under all conditions.
Results of signal change analyses are presented in Figure 6, A
and B, and Table 2. The prestimulus effects showed no significant
differences between NPS-u and NPS-c in any of the three ROIs, in
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Figure 6. Comparison of NPS-u with NPS-c conditions. Each dot represents individual subject data. Diagonal line indicates equal responses in
NPS-u and NPS-c conditions. The two conditions are compared with
respect to signal change and activated volume setting ROI on ACC and
bilateral PO/PI. For signal change comparison, the time course data of each
subject are averaged over voxels within ROI: in one analysis averaged over
all voxels ( A) and in the other analysis averaged over selected voxels in each
condition (i.e., Z ⬎ 3.09) ( B). Transient signal changes after the stimulus
(stimulus effect; see Fig. 2) are shown. For comparing activated volume, the
number of activated voxels above the threshold (i.e., Z ⬎ 3.09) in each
condition was computed within each ROI and divided by the ROI voxel
number ( C). As for the signal change of all voxels ( A), stimulus effect
averaged over all voxels within ROI revealed significantly larger change in
NPS-u than NPS-c condition in ACC and left and right PO/PI. As for the
signal change of selected voxels ( B), stimulus effect averaged over the
selected voxels within ROI revealed significantly larger change in NPS-u
than in NPS-c condition in ACC. In contrast, the response in bilateral
PO/PI was not different between the two conditions. In regards to the
activated volume ( C), the proportions of the activated volume in NPS-u
were significantly larger than NPS-c in bilateral PO/PI. In contrast, the
difference in ACC did not reach statistical significance. In summary, higher
intensity of signal change after the stimulus in ACC and larger volume of
activated voxels in bilateral PO/PI are consistently observed, which suggests
enhanced brain responses in NPS-u compared with NPS-c. Statistical
analyses were conducted using paired t tests.

either all voxels or selected voxels comparisons (i.e., Z ⬎ 3.09). In
ACC and bilateral PO/PI, the stimulus effects of all voxels in NPS-u
were significantly higher than those in NPS-c. Regarding the selected voxels within ROI, the stimulus effect was higher in NPS-u
than in NPS-c only in ACC, whereas the effects of the two conditions were not different in bilateral PO/PI. Results of activated
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Table 2. Comparison between NPS-u and NPS-c (mean ⴞ SD)
Signal change of ROI
Region/condition
ACC
NPS-u
NPS-c
p
Left PO/PI
NPS-u
NPS-c
p
Right PO/PI
NPS-u
NPS-c
p

Signal change of selected voxels

Activated volume

Prestimulus effect (%)

Stimulus effect (%)

Prestimulus effect (%)

Stimulus effect (%)

Volume (%)

⫺0.21 ⫾ 0.19
⫺0.15 ⫾ 0.24
0.38

0.49 ⫾ 0.15
0.27 ⫾ 0.14
⬍0.01

⫺0.28 ⫾ 0.18
⫺0.21 ⫾ 0.20
0.25

0.67 ⫾ 0.21
0.49 ⫾ 0.10
⬍0.01

53 ⫾ 22
33 ⫾ 20
0.059

⫺0.27 ⫾ 0.18
⫺0.16 ⫾ 0.18
0.08

0.45 ⫾ 0.17
0.29 ⫾ 0.12
⬍0.05

⫺0.32 ⫾ 0.20
⫺0.25 ⫾ 0.28
0.38

0.59 ⫾ 0.17
0.58 ⫾ 0.19
0.89

55 ⫾ 23
29 ⫾ 16
⬍0.005

⫺0.23 ⫾ 0.23
⫺0.13 ⫾ 0.14
0.34

0.45 ⫾ 0.13
0.28 ⫾ 0.12
⬍0.05

⫺0.32 ⫾ 0.21
⫺0.21 ⫾ 0.20
0.27

0.62 ⫾ 0.16
0.58 ⫾ 0.19
0.48

46 ⫾ 18
30 ⫾ 22
⬍0.05

p, Statistical analysis using the paired t test.

volume analyses (i.e., Z ⬎ 3.09) are shown in Figure 6C and Table
2. In bilateral PO/PI, the activated volumes in the NPS-u condition
were significantly greater than those in NPS-c. In contrast, in ACC,
the volume showed a larger tendency in NPS-u than NPS-c, but the
difference did not reach statistical significance. In summary, higher
intensity of signal change after the stimulus in ACC and larger
volume of activated volume in PO/PI were consistently shown,
which suggests enhanced brain responses in N PS-u compared
with N PS-c. The relationship between the increase of signal
intensity and activation volume might be interpreted by the
models of Baker et al. (1999) in which fMRI signal comprises a
Gaussian distribution.

DISCUSSION
The present fMRI study showed that, in normal human subjects,
the uncertain expectation of painful stimulation enhanced the
transient brain responses to nonpainful warm stimulation in the
ACC and PO/PI. In the behavioral measurements, the expectation
of painful stimulation amplified perceived unpleasantness of even
innocuous stimulation, whereas it did not influence the perceived
intensity. From these findings, ACC and PO/PI are considered to
be involved in modulation of affective aspect of sensory perception
by the uncertain expectation of painful stimulus.
In pain studies using persistent or trains of painful stimuli, it has
been hypothesized that pain distress might enhance the stimulusevoked neural responses (Coghill et al., 1994). This hypothesis was
tested in the present study by comparing the responses to nonpainful warm stimuli linked with and without pain expectation. To link
the warm stimulus with pain expectation, we randomly presented
nonpainful stimuli intermixed with painful stimuli. This kind of
paradigm design can be effectively analyzed by event-related procedures (Rosen et al., 1998). The procedure also enabled us to
assess how subjects felt the stimulus on a trial-by-trial basis. In
addition, within-trial responses were chronologically separated into
two components: the response before the stimulus (prestimulus
effect) and the response after the stimulus (stimulus effect). Comparison of fMRI responses to nonpainful warm stimuli between the
two psychologically different contexts showed that only the stimulus
effect, but not the prestimulus effect, was significantly enhanced by
the uncertain expectation of painful stimulus. Thus, the enhancement may not be caused just by the induced psychological state but
by the interaction of the psychological state with the sensory
processes.
The response to somatic stimuli in the CNS can be exaggerated
in patients suffering from pain (Dahl et al., 1992; Flor et al., 1997).
However, this enhancement may be associated with complex features of pain, which could be affected by tissue injury, psychological
aspects, and other factors. Among these effects, the peripheral
responses related to pain were unlikely to cause the enhancement

in the present study. Pain may induce some changes on the skin,
which can modulate somatic sensation (Duclaux and Kenshalo,
1980). To avoid such effects, three different areas were prepared for
painful stimulus, nonpainful stimulus with pain expectation, and
nonpainful stimulus without pain expectation, and the locations of
these areas were randomized among the subjects. Therefore, psychological distress related to pain could have been the main cause
of the enhanced cortical activity.
Anticipation of pain with uncertainty would play a substantial
role in psychological modulation. In a previous behavioral study,
uncertain pain was shown to increase unpleasantness and to result
in less pain tolerance compared with certain pain (Staub et al.,
1971). The present findings may support the behavioral study,
although we investigated the response to nonpainful stimulus instead of painful stimulus. In contrast, uncertainty about sensory
stimuli, regardless of their properties, modulates brain responses
and evokes potentials of positive deflection at 300 msec after the
stimulus (i.e., P300) that are recorded from widespread brain areas
(Sutton et al., 1965; McCarthy et al., 1997). This nonspecific uncertainty effect should also be considered as a component of the
modulatory factors.
Selective attention to the stimulus modulates the activity of early
sensory processing areas (Frith and Dolan, 1997; Mima et al.,
1998). Although the present findings did not contradict those
previous studies, it is unlikely that the psychological modulation
documented in the present study would be exactly the same as the
effect of selective attention itself, because subjects had to attend to
and evaluate the stimulus regardless of the presence or absence of
pain anticipation.
The sensations of pain and cold are mediated by parallel ascending sensory channels that interact with each other, and these
interactions can influence brain responses to thermal stimulus
(Craig and Bushnell, 1994; Craig et al., 1996). Although cold and
warm sensations are mediated by separate populations of receptors
and by different neural mechanisms (Darian-Smith, 1984), the
interaction between the systems that mediate pain and warmth
might also have affected brain responses to warm stimuli adopted in
the present study (Duncan et al., 1998).

Role of ACC in modulation of affective aspect of
sensory perception by pain expectation
ACC is an important area for processing sensory information
related to pain (Devinsky et al., 1995). The fact that neural responses to pain in ACC have almost no localizing information
suggests its role in affective coding (Sikes and Vogt, 1992). Neuronal recordings and neuroimaging studies suggest that ACC is
involved in mediating the affective components associated not only
with painful stimulation but also with attention and anticipation of
upcoming painful stimulation (Koyama et al., 1998; Hsieh et al.,
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1999; Hutchison et al., 1999; Ploghaus et al., 1999). These neural
properties are consistent with the present findings that expectation
of pain modulates ACC responses. The present findings may also
agree with clinical observations of pain in patients treated by limbic
surgery. Those patients, who are too precipitously reactive to their
environment and showed augmented pain symptoms, appeared to
be relieved by cingulotomy and no longer suffer from those symptoms after cingulotomy, although they recognize chronic pain as it
had been (Foltz and White, 1968). This observation suggests an
important role of ACC in regulating pain-dependent behavior.
On the other hand, in the present study, the ACC response to
innocuous stimulus also increased in association with the enhancement of the unpleasantness. The parallel relationship between pain
unpleasantness and the ACC responses was elucidated in a positron
emission tomography study (Rainville et al., 1997). These findings
of Rainville et al. suggested the significant involvement of ACC in
the affective component of pain. The present study may extend
their view and implicate the involvement of ACC in processing
negative affect associated with somatic stimulation independent of
pain sensation. Rainville et al. (1997) demonstrated a significantly
increased signal change and activation volume in ACC in relation
to increased unpleasantness. Although the fMRI signal of ACC
significantly increased in the present study, the increase in activated volume in ACC did not reach statistical significance. The
difference might be attributable to the low spatial resolution of
positron emission tomography or intersubject spatial averaging of
images for group analysis, which was not used in the present study
(Sadato et al., 1997)
Overlapping activation and constant anticipatory responses of
ACC provoked by noxious and innocuous stimulation even without
pain anticipation may reflect nonspecific function, such as general
arousal effect (Vogt and Sikes, 2000). The activation could be
associated with a broad role of ACC in modulating behavioral
reactions to external stimuli (Devinsky et al., 1995).

Role of PO/PI in modulation of affective aspect of
sensory perception by pain expectation
Neuronal recordings from monkey PO/PI have identified nociceptive neurons in the SII, neighboring area 7b, and posterior insula
(Robinson and Burton, 1980). The response characteristics of
nociceptive neurons in SII and area 7b suggest an involvement of
those neurons in learning and attention to events that produce pain
(Dong et al., 1994; Treede et al., 1999). Anatomical evidence
suggests that the route from the parietal operculum to posterior
insula may act as a principal neural relay for conveying somatosensory information into the limbic system and thus provide a means
for interrelating the painful events with relevant affective states
(Mesulam and Mufson, 1982). Moreover, the lesion in PO/PI may
produce a clinical syndrome called asymbolia for pain in which
patients recognize pain but lack appropriate affective responses to
painful stimulation (Berthier et al., 1988). The evidence may concur with the present findings implicating functional modulation of
PO/PI by expectation of pain. A subdivision of the somatosensory
areas around the operculum was proposed (Krubitzer et al., 1986;
Mima et al., 1997). The greater volume of activation caused by
expectation of pain might be associated with multiple sensory
representation within the operculum.
In summary, the neuroimaging method in the present study had
advantages for assessing the functional neuroanatomy of pain distress. The event-related experimental design allowed us to use
random-order presentation of different stimuli, to assess subjective
evaluation of the stimuli on a trial-by-trial basis, and to analyze
transient brain responses. The present findings suggest that the
ACC and PO/PI are involved in modulation of affective aspect of
sensory perception by the uncertain expectation of painful stimulus. Interpreting these findings in the light of psychological and
biological meaning of pain, the modulation might be considered as
an adaptive response to pain as a warning signal. However, when
pain is excessively severe or prolonged, the response may lead to
deleterious effects. Understanding this aspect of pain from a view-
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point of symptomatic treatment may contribute to the control of
the complex nature of pain experiences.
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